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The stability of rotating isotropic spherical stellar systems is investigated by using N-body simulations.
Four spherical models with realistic density proles are studied: one of them ts the luminosity prole of
globular clusters, while the remaining three models provide good approximations to the surface brightness
of elliptical galaxies. The phase-space distribution function f(E) of each one of these non-rotating models
satises the sucient condition for stability df=dE < 0. Dierent amounts of rotation are introduced in
these models by changing the sign of the z-component of the angular momentum for a given fraction of the
particles. Numerical simulations show that all these rotating models are stable to both radial and non-radial
perturbations, irrespective of their degree of rotation. These results suggest that rotating isotropic spherical
models with realistic density proles might generally be stable. Furthermore, they show that spherical stellar
systems can rotate very rapidly without becoming oblate. celestial mechanics, stellar dynamics { galaxies:
kinematics and dynamics { instabilities { methods: n-body simulations
Introduction
Dynamical instabilities in spherically symmetric stellar systems have been investigated for more than
four decades. In a seminal work, Antonov (antonov60,antonov62) used a variational principle to demonstrate
that non-rotating spherical models with a phase-space distribution function f depending only on the energy
E are stable to non-radial perturbations if df=dE < 0. Subsequent works showed that this condition is
also a sucient condition for stability to radial perturbations (Doremus et al. doremus71; Sygnet et al.
sygnet84; Kandrup & Sygnet kandrup85). In general, non-rotating spherical stellar systems are described by
distribution functions f that depend on both the energy E and the magnitude of the angular momentum L.
In such systems only the stability to radial modes can be tested by using the sucient condition @f=@E < 0
(Doremus & Feix doremus73; Dejonghe & Merritt dejonghe88). For this reason, numerical simulations have
been an indispensable tool to investigate the stability of anisotropic spherical models.
Several classes of instabilities have been discovered in non-rotating spherical models with anisotropic
velocity distributions (e.g., Henon henon73; Merritt & Aguilar merritt85a; Barnes et al. barnes86; see Merritt
merritt99 for a recent review). For example, models dominated by stars on radial or eccentric orbits can
be unstable to forming a triaxial bar (Polyachenko polyachenko81; Merritt & Aguilar merritt85a; Meza &
Zamorano meza97), while models composed mainly of stars on circular orbits can exhibit quadrupole-mode
oscillations (Barnes et al. barnes86).
In contrast to non-rotating spherical models, comparatively little work has been done to investigate
the stability of rotating spherical stellar systems. Miller & Smith (miller80) employed several methods to
introduce rotation in a spherical n = 3 polytrope with isotropic velocity distribution. In all cases, they
found that the addition of rotation does not aect the stability of their models; indeed, they found that
even rapidly rotating systems remain spherically symmetric. More recently, Alimi et al. (alimi99) showed
that rotating isotropic spherical n = 4 polytropes, which were made to rotate by changing the sign of the
z-component of the angular momentum for a fraction of the particles, were dynamically stable.
On the other hand, Allen et al. (allen92) reported the existence of a \tumbling bar instability" in a set
of rotating spherical models with dierent degrees of velocity anisotropy, ranging from completely circular to
entirely radial (see also Papaloizou et al. papaloizou91; Palmer palmer94a,palmer94b). In particular, they
suggested that the introduction of a small amount of rotation in the isotropic spherical n = 2 polytrope
induces a bar instability in this otherwise stable system. However, Sellwood & Valluri (sellwood97) using
the same les of initial conditions but a dierent N-body code, showed that these models are actually stable;
the instability appears do not exist. They suggested that the evolution observed by Allen et al. (allen92)
was, probably, caused by an improper treatment of variable time steps in their N-body code.
Most of the previous results have been obtained for rotating spherical models with somewhat unrealistic
properties. Indeed, most of these works have employed spherical polytropes with nite radius (e.g., Alimi
1
et al. alimi99) or models with unrealistic velocity distributions (e.g., Allen et al. allen92). Therefore, they
cannot be considered as general. To investigate the influence of rotation on the stability of spherical stellar
systems, it is necessary to consider models with more realistic density proles and velocity distributions.
In this paper, the results of a series of N-body simulations for four of such models are presented. These
isotropic spherical models are: the Plummer (plummer11) model, the Hernquist (hernquist90) model, the
Jae (jae83) model, and the γ = 0 model (Dehnen dehnen93; Tremaine et al. tremaine94). Dierent degrees
of rotation were introduced in these models by using the so-called Lynden-Bell’s (lynden-bell60,lynden-
bell62) demon to reverse the sense of rotation along the z-axis of a given fraction of the particles. Numerical
simulations show that all these rotating models are stable, regardless of their degree of rotation.
This paper is organized as follows. The method employed to introduce net rotation in these models and
the N-body code used to follow their dynamical evolution are described in Sect. 2. The main results of the
numerical simulations are summarized in Sect. 3. Finally, a brief discussion of the results is given in Sect. 4.
Numerical simulations
Rotating models models
The spherical models studied in this paper are: the Plummer (plummer11) model, equation  =
34Ma2(a2 + r2)5/2;
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